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Sublimation in the Classroom

Standard:
Performance indicators:
4.2: Explains heat in terms of kinetic molecular theory. 
4.2C: The concept of kinetic and potential energy can be used to explain physical processes that include:  
fusion (melting), solidification (freezing), vaporization (boiling, evaporation), condensation, sublimation, deposition

Objectives (Learning Intentions):
Students will be able to explain the process of sublimation.

Success Criteria: 
Students will be able to explain that through sublimation, a substance will change from a solid to a gas without ever going 
through the liquid state. 

Students will be able to identify the criteria is needed in order for the process of sublimation to occur. 

Sublimation explained:
Sublimation is the process of converting something from a liquid or solid to a gaseous form. Dye sublimation converts 
dye-based ink to a gas that dyes polyester or polymers. Images can be drawn or stamped on plain paper with our Iron-
on-Ink. The image is then laid on polyester apparel or polymer-coated items and heated with a craft iron or heat press to 
temperatures around 400°F. At that temperature, the ink converts to a dye and stains the molecules creating a lasting image.

Materials:
1. Artesprix Iron-on-Ink Sublimation Markers 
2. Artesprix Iron-on-Ink Bookmarks Blanks  

(enough for students)
3. Copy Paper
4. Ruler 

5. Heat Source  
(Dry Iron, Home Iron, or Artesprix Heat Press) 

6. Artesprix Heat Tape 
7. Artesprix Protective Paper 

Steps: 
1. Allow students to measure length and width of bookmark and create a template on regular copy paper using pencil.

2. Allow students to create a personalized design on plain copy paper using Artesprix Sublimation Markers (Note: Mirror Text).

3. Trim down paper leaving 1 inch around the Bookmark template.

4. Using Artesprix Heat Tape, tape the design face down onto the white coated side of the Artesprix Blank Bookmark.

5. Prepare for the transfer process by creating a Sublimation Sandwich and protecting surfaces with Artesprix protective 
paper. Your sandwich should look like this bottom to top: 

Artesprix Protective Paper
Artesprix Bookmark with design secured (face-down) 
Artesprix Protective Paper 

6. Using a Heat Source, apply pressure to your Sublimation Sandwich (If using a Heat Press, set to 400°F for 45 seconds.  
If using a Home Iron/Dry Iron use the highest heat setting with “No Steam” for 3 minutes. Note: Each hole in your home 
iron is a cool spot and heat will not be evenly distributed. DO NOT LEAVE HEAT SOURCE UNATTENDED.

7. After the transfer process, allow your Bookmark to cool before handling (3-4 minutes).  

8. Gently remove Artesprix Protective Paper from the item to reveal your bright vibrant Iron-on-Ink Bookmark!
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